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Tennessee Valley Authority.
ATTNI Mr. James E. Watson

Manager of Power,
818 Power Building :
Chattanooga, Tennessee .37401

,Gentlemen: -.-

DEC1. 19 1872

The Ieg ulaor 'f'Scontinuingreview of reactor power,. plant :.safety
indicates that the consequences of fpostulated pipe failures .outside of 'the -
containment structure, including the rupture of a main, steam. or 'feed,•ater-
line, need ..to be adequately documented and analyzed by licensees and
applicants, and evaluated .by the staff as soon as 'possible. Criterion No. 4
,of the Commission's General- DesignCriteria, listed in Appendix A of -

10 CFR Part "50. requires 'that: * "":-'-".. .i:-

"Stru6tures, system;, 'and components 'important -to safety shall '

.-. bede igned: to accommodate the effects of .and. to be compatible
....w..'- •ith the"VOnmental condi'tions assOirated-with normal operation.maintenance,.testing andpostulated accidents,-'including loss-
of-coolant, accidents,.. These estructures, systems, and componentss
shall be appropriately. protectoed •against. dynami€ effects, including..
the effects of missiles, pipe whippinig, and discharging fluids,
that may, result from equipment- failures aand -:from events and
conditions outside the nuclear power Unit..

The previous version of the Commission's General Design Criteria also-
reflects the above requirements.. -,Thus a, nuclear plant .-should be "' - -

designed so that the reactor can be shut -dow.n and maintained'in a safe
shutdown condition in the event of a postulated rupture, outside -.con
.tainment, of a pipe-containing a, high-energy fluid, including the double-.
ended rupture of thIe.largest pipe in. the main steam and feedwater systems.>
-Plant structures., systemvs, and components important to safety should .--
be designed and located iný 4the, facility to 'accommodate te'effects of
such a postulated pipe Ifailure to the-extent necessary to assure that.
a-safe shutdown condition of. the reactor. can be accomplished and-maintained.

Based on. the information 'we-have presently available -to us regarding''
.Watts-Bar Units 1 &-2, we 'understand that the steam'and feedwater systems

" run outdoors between the "containment buildings and the' turbine building. -

From this it, appears that modification. of ;the facility may not be necessary.
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Tennessee Valley Authority -•2--.

We request, 1however, that you, provided us with analyses and other'relevant
information needed to determine the consequences of such .n event, using
the guidance provided .in the enclosed general information request. The
enclosure represents our basic information requirements for plants. now-

'.being constructed or .operating.. ,You should deteermine the- applicability,
for the Watts-Bar plant, of the items listed) in the enclosure,

If -the resulto of-your analyses indicate that changes in the design-"-,of structures, 'systems,ýor coponents, arer neces'saky -to: ass ure s afereto
shutdo-n in the even.t this postulated accident situation should occur, -

'please provide inf a on - . as: the design of your
faclity to acconodate the1 postulated failures described above. - Any.
design` modifications proposed should include appropriate consideration
of the guidelines and, requests for. 1iformation in the enclosure.

Prease inform us W3. Jn. I ca-tAy .er rCeCpE. oz 1•n tt ±eer.WeI n we maye pect to -receive an amendment wi th your. analyis of this postulated,
accident, situatlon for .the.Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and a description
of any proposed. modificatidons., Sixty €0ple of the amenidment, should

,b -provided.

"A copy ofthe tommission's press announcement on this matter is alsO
enclosed for your information.-
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